
प्रारूऩ-2 (शासन स्तर से अनुमोदित सूचना ननयोजन विभाग को Email: aspirationalblocks@gmail.com ऩर उऩऱब्ध कराने का कष्ट करें) 
 

FORMAT FOR META-DATA FOR EACH INDICATOR FOR ASPIRATIONAL BLOCK PROGRAM 

 

Department Name Enter name of the department 

Theme Name Enter name of the theme 

Indicator Name Indicator Number:-  

Enter name of indicator:- 

Definition Clearly define the indicator 

Rationale Clearly explain why this indicator is being measured and why is it important 

 

 

Unit of Measurement Mention the unit of measurement. Is this a % value, a ratio, or a raw number 

Formula Numerator What is the numerator? 

Counting Rule Specify Counting Rule for numerator. How will 

this be counted 

Denominator  What is the denominator? 

Counting Rule Specify Counting Rule for the denominator 

Data Source Specify the Data source for this indicator. E.g. HMIS, UDISE+, etc. 

Periodicity of 

Recording 

Specify the periodicity for this indicator:-  

Will this be filled monthly/quarterly /semi-annually/annually? :- 

Weightage Specify Weight for this indicator:- 

Treatment of Missing 

Values 

If data entry for this indicator is missing on the dashboard, mention how it 

will be treated for monitoring/ranking purpose? 

Interpretation (E.g. 

More is good) 

More is good, or Less is good. E.g. In case of malnutrition indicator, less value 

is good where as in case of institutional deliveries, higher value is good. 

Validation Rules 

(Institutional ranking) 

Mention validation rules for this. E.g. Numerator less than or equal to 

denominator, E.g. Number of literates will always be less than or equal to 

total population. 

Baseline Data  What is the baseline value for this indicator as of March, 2021? 

Benchmark Value What is the ideal target value for this indicator:- 

What is the best achievable value for this indicator:- 

Relevant Central/ State 

Scheme(s) 

What are relevant or associated schemes for this indicator? E.g. National 

Health Mission, PMKVY 

Officer (Block/District 

level) responsible for 

providing data related 

to indicator 

Eg. Data related to Health indicator can  be provided by CMO, Data related to 

renovation of water bodies under MGNREGA can be provided by BDO 

Feeding of data Block level or District level 


